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On 2 December, Côte d’Ivoire 
Terminal, a subsidiary of Bolloré 
Africa Logistics and APM Terminals, 
inaugurated the second container 
terminal at the Port of Abidjan. This 
new strategic infrastructure for 
Côte d'Ivoire aims to strengthen the 
attractiveness of the Port of Abidjan 
and double its processing capacity, 
to reach a total of 2.5 million TEU 
containers per year.

This is one of the largest public-
private partnerships in Côte d'Ivoire, 
estimated at more than €904 million 
($960 million) of which €507 million 
($538 million) have been invested 
by the Ivorian State and €397 million 
($421 million) by its two shareholders: 
Bolloré Africa Logistics and APM 
Terminals. Construction of the 
second container terminal began 
in 2020. It is one of the major port 
infrastructure development and 
modernisation projects initiated by 
the Ivorian government to improve 
the competitiveness of the Port of 
Abidjan and make it a key hub on 
Africa’s Atlantic coast.

Built in less than two years, the 
new container terminal is of sufficient 
size to receive ships with 16 metres 
of draught and to handle increasing 
flows with the capability to absorb 
more than 1.5 million TEU containers 
per year. This is more than twice the 
current capacity of Abidjan Terminal 
at close to one million containers.

This new terminal also aims 
to develop the transshipment 
activities of the Port of Abidjan and 
offer greater choice to shipowners. 
For the Autonomous Port of 
Abidjan, the objective is to increase 
from 1.2 million to 3.7 million TEU 
per year and to raise Abidjan to the 
rank of the largest hub ports on the 
West African coast.

To support these ambitious 
objectives, Côte d'Ivoire Terminal 
can rely on its shareholder Bolloré 
Africa Logistics and its network 
of infrastructures and multimodal 
solutions to improve the country’s 
import and export flows and increase 
trade, particularly in agricultural 
products (cocoa, cashew nuts and 
mangoes) which make a major 
contribution to the GDP of the 
countries in the subregion.

Côte d'Ivoire Terminal is also 
focusing on innovation in order 
to offer highly competitive 
services to shipowners, and has 

invested in the latest technologies 
available on the market: the Navis 
operating system for terminal 
management, online appointment 
scheduling systems, an optical 
recognition access control 
system, a remote management 
and temperature control system 
for refrigerated containers, an 
online payment system, and more. 
When combined, these solutions 
should reduce handling costs 
while offering a high level of 
security for operations. 

"We designed this terminal by 
combining our expertise with the 

Olivier de Noray,  
Ports and Terminals CEO,  
Bolloré Africa Logistics

RIGHT 
Charging terminals at 
Côte d’Ivoire Terminal

“WE DESIGNED THIS TERMINAL BY 
COMBINING OUR EXPERTISE WITH THE 
LATEST TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES, 
AND BY TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE 
ESG ISSUES THAT ARE INSEPARABLE 
FROM OUR STRATEGY.”
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latest technological advances, and 
by taking into account the ESG 
issues that are inseparable from our 
strategy. Its role will be to support 
the increase in volumes in Côte 
d'Ivoire and to act as a transshipment 
hub to boost import and export 
flows throughout the region in West 
Africa" said Olivier de Noray, Ports 
and Terminals CEO of Bolloré Africa 
Logistics.

Finally, as far as environmental 
issues are concerned, the container 
terminal was built in line with the 
key principles of the Bolloré Africa 
Logistics Green Terminal label in 
order to limit its carbon impact 
at every level. Created in 2020, 
the Green Terminal label is a new 
approach introduced by Bolloré 
Africa Logistics and validated 
by Bureau Veritas to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions in 
terminals. In order to best meet its 
requirements, Côte d'Ivoire Terminal 
has acquired 100 per cent electric 
equipment including STS gantries, 
RTG gantries and a fleet of 36 port 
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PRIORITISING LOCAL 
CONTENT

The construction of a 
second container terminal 
has contributed to the 
country’s economic 
development by supporting 
job creation and skills 
transfer. The work was 
carried out, under the 
supervision of international 
professionals and experts, 
by local companies whose 
staff have been trained in 
current standards.  

“BUILT IN LESS THAN TWO YEARS, THE NEW 
CONTAINER TERMINAL IS OF SUFFICIENT SIZE TO 
RECEIVE SHIPS WITH 16 METRES OF DRAUGHT 
AND TO HANDLE INCREASING FLOWS WITH THE 
CAPABILITY TO ABSORB MORE THAN 1.5 MILLION 
TEU CONTAINERS PER YEAR.”

tractors. At the same time, other 
initiatives have been introduced 
such as a water treatment system 
that will promote circular economy. 
According to the managers of 
Bolloré Africa Logistics, the terminal 
is expected to obtain the Green 
Terminal label as soon as Bureau 
Veritas has finalised its audit. Côte 
d'Ivoire Terminal is aiming for the 
maximum score of 3 stars, which 
would make it one of the first to 
achieve this score.

KEY FIGURES

• 37.5 hectares of surface area
• 6 STS gantries
• 13 RTG gantries
• 36 electric tractors
• 16 metres of draught
• 37.5 hectares of surface area 
• 1,100 metres of quay
• More than 1.5 million TEU 

containers/year
• 596 billion CFA francs ($960 

million) of global investment
• 450 employees
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